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Chief
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Court.
year,

Since her Fresh"Rush ie"

has
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JOHN
G. WINANT
Governor of New Hampshire

HOUSE SPEAKER NOMINATED

been

prominent
in activities at C. C.
At the end of the first semester
of 'her Freshman year, she was elected class president
and continued in office as Sophomore class
president.
This year, she has
been an Honor Court Judge and
the Vice-President of ttte Dramatic Club.
All three years, she
has been outstanding
in sports,
especially in 'hockey and basketball.
Some know Rushie backstage as the efficient electrician
and scenery painter.
A very few
realize the full extent of the hard
work Rushie does so wel l, and
w'hich is neverLmade
known.
Some time she will be called upon
to give a full account
of her
doings.
Nominees
for Speaker
of the
House
were
appointed.
They
were Priscilla Sawtelle. '35, present speaker of the House; Ernestine Manson, '36, president of the
Sophomore
class, and josephine
Merrick, '36. Freshman
president
of the class of '36.
All have
distinguished
themselves
in various class and interclass activities.
College students
of today are
superior
physically
to student
generations
of the past, a Harvard University
survey indicates.

His subject:
"Governing
a State"

WESLEYAN GLEE CLUB
INCLUDES A VARIETY
OF SONGS IN PROGRAM
FORMAL

DANCE

FOLLOWS

On Saturday night, March 3rd,
the Wesleyan
Glee Club, under
the direction of Gilbert C. Ruckel,
presented a program in the Gym.
The
repertoire
which
showed
careful
planning
and arrangement, included serious, religious,
light and farcical songs. Some of
the songs were Listen to the Lambs}
Susie, and The Battle Cry. The
last two were sung by the quartet and provided
a particularly
appropriate
and pleasing ending
for the program.
The layman
might have felt that' the Glee
Club was more adapted to light,
jazzy music than heavy, classical
songs. However, Passionate Lauendati struck a farcical note that added variety
to their selections.
They sang their college songs
with a zest and enthusiasm which
was greatly enjoyed by the audience.
The entire program of the concert follows:
.

LEOPOLD, NOTED PIANIST
GAVE RECITAL IN GYM
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

PROGRAM
GLEE CLUB-

Alma Maler
Davis '94
Xlulligan Musketeers
Atkinson
Golden City of St. Mary Sunision
Victory Riders
J a'l'ncs

Is America's Greatest Pianist and
Interpreter of Wagner

J IBERS QUARTET(r:f1llf;rllled

on page 5. column 1)

Dr. Lawrence Maintains War to be Almost Inevitable
But Asks if Not Prevention, Then Limitation of War
Perhaps it is already too late
to prevent the outbreak of European or Asiatic
war.
Another
great war in Europe might have
heen made improbable in 1919, by
treaties of justice tempered with
leniency, but the victors preferred
spoils and vengeance,
backed up
by might.
A new war in Asia
might have been pre v e n ted
through
honest support
of the
League's
international
purposes
by every great nation;
but the
League's members sacrificed unity and justice to their separate
nationalistic
ambitions,
and two
of the most powerful nations remained outside.
But, what of it,
and what next?
"There
is still time to limit',
perhaps,
the extent of the impending wars, and to plan a tolerable recovery from their devastations.
The United States can
I.

render no service to world peace,
as things now stand, by taking
sides in another European war, if
any. vVe should be ready, moreover. to make, at need, very large
sacrifices of our so-called 'neutral
rights,' in order to avoid being
drawn into these foreign and futile quarrels.
Our position would
be much less difficult if we could
induce Great Br-itain to assume
with us an attitude of strict neutrality, at least until the rampant
nationalisms
of the Continent had
arrived at a stalemate.
HIf and when a Russo-Japanese
war breaks
out, our position
should be one of resolute
noninterference.
Though
in consequence of this stand we should
presently find the 'Open Door' to
Chinese trade closed in our face,
our loss would still be imrneas(Continued

on page 5, column Il)

MARCH'

Dr. A. F. Blakeslee, Assistant
Director of the Carnegie Station
for Experimental
E v 0 I uti 0 n,
brought a new element' to Convocation Tuesday when he spoke on
"Inheriting
Sensory Characteristics." Dr, Blakeslee is a botanist
interested
in Genetics.
To illustrate his points. he invited the audience to join him in performing
his experiments.
Tests
have proved
that' the
ability to taste and smell are inherited in much the same way as
are the color of blue eyes, as simple recessive characteristics.
This
ability may he developed in several directions
and to many degrees so that no two people are
alike in those respects.
It' is generally known that we can taste
only those substances
which are
water-soluble
and can smell only
those which are fat-soluble,
yet
few people are aware of the great
variation
in the individual
reaction to some or all of these substances.
For example, a freesia
which is extremely
pungent
to
some people may have little or no
effect upon the senses of others,
while a flavor may taste anywhere from bitter to sweet to
some and absolutely
tasteless to
others.
Dr. Blakeslee
gave as
proof of individual
immunity
to
some odors an incident 'which occurred in his O,"V11 laboratory,
He
(Cont·inued on page 5. colum·11,tJ

CONVOCATION
March

IECTIiCUT,

BLAKESLEE SPEAKS ABOUT
SENSORY INHERITANCE
AT CONVOCATION

FRANCES RUSH IS ELECTED CHIEF
JUSTICE OF HONOR COURT
Has Been Active Participant
in College Activities
Since Freshman Year

CON

I

On Wednesday,
'March
8th,
Ralph
Leopold,
well k now n
American pianist, gave a recital.
Mr. Leopold, reared in a family of
musicians and a piano an.d organ
student since he was twelve years
old, was the youngest
member
ever elected
to the American
Guild of Organists.
He studied
in Europe under Mme. Stepanoff,
one of the best known pianists
and teachers
of the time.
1\1r.
Leopold is the greatest living interpreter
of Wagner's
music on
the piano and gives a series of
recitals
of Wagnerian:
operas
every season.
He has concertized
extensively
both in Europe and
the United States and won great
fame for his work with the New
York Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Walter Damrosoh
and
the
Cleveland
Orchestra
under
the direction
of Nicolai
Sokoloff
He has often received
the title of "America's
greatest
Pianist."
Praeludium and Fugue, G-Minor
Bach-Szanto
(Oontinued on page

4,

column- 5)

PRICE

10, 1934

FIVE

CENTS

WEBSTER ELECTED TO PRESIDENCY
OF STUDENT GOV'T IN CLOSE VOTE
Railroad

Representatives

will be in the secretarial room,
room 110, Wednesday,
March
14, from 4 to 6 o'clock, to take
orders
for reservations
for
spring vacation, and will make
delivery on Monday, March 19.
Because the official force at
the local station has been considerably lessened in numbers,
it is hoped <that students will
take the opportunity
of making
their
reservations
up there.
Doing so will save confusion
at the railroad station.

THE AUTHENTIC DEED
TO BOLLESWOOD GIVEN
BY HISTORIC SOCIETY
ON DISPLAY

IN LIBRARY

Connecticut
College is not yet
rich in traditions-s-our
own classes are making them-but
its historical associations
are plentiful.
In the library is a stained, barely
decipherable
paper, dated October, 1693. It is the original deed
to the grounds
now known as
Bolleswood,
which were signed
over to Thomas Bolles by Owaneco, Sachem of the Mohegans.
The deed, as it is in the original,
follows:
"Know all men by these presents that whereas
I, .Owaueco,
Sachem of the Xloheg an Indians
have now received
of Thomas
Bolles of New London, four yards
of duffle which corupleate
payment for a tract of land which
the Owaneco have given the said
Bolles a deed for several years
since.
And 1 the said Owaneco
doo for myself my heires and
successors
hereby forever acquit
rronfilllll'd

on page 5. column 5)

On Tuesday,
March 6, President Blunt spoke at Chapel 011 the
subject
of the importance
of
Science in college.
She explained
sever-al of the essential
reasons
why Science is included in college
curr-icula.

The primary
reason
is that
Science is one of the greatest
fields of human knowledge.
A
college education stresses the importance of being interested in as
many great fields as possible. vVe
should
be open-minded
about
Science, and try to realize its
enormous possibilities.
A second
reason
for serious.
study of Science is its most evident' value-its
importance
to
human life. Medical Science has
provided for increase in health by
prevention
and cure of disease.
Mechanical Science has vastly extended opportunities
for living.

Junior Class President Gets
Greatest Honor Possible
as Climax of Career

ALL URGED TO COOPERATE
The first Student Government
meeting in the spring series for
the election of new officers, was
held on Monday night. The main
business of the meeting, the nomination by secret ballot of candidates for president
of Student
Government
resulted
in the selection of Priscilla Sawtelle and
Harriette
Webster
as nominees.
In the final ballot on Tuesday,
Harriette
\"?I,T ebster
was elected
president
for the coming year.
She is president
of the Junior
class and has had experience
in
other class offices,
During ·her
Sophomore
year she was class
treasurer and in charge of mascot
hunt.
On Monday, after the minutes
of the last meeting had been dispensed
with, everyone
was reminded that at each meeting she
was to report to the house president.
Dean
Burdick
then addressed the student body at the
request of Cabinet.
She spoke 011
the meaning 'Of honor-with
special stress on what it should mean
at exam time.
She said that the fight against
cheating
must
be constantly
waged. Only by "thorough-going
public opinion
can we stop the
cheating that is known to occur.
It is not easy for one class to do it
alone.
A:I classes must get together and cooperate
for a new
ideal and tradition of honesty and
fair play.
No hon'orable motive
has ever been found for cheating.
(Continued

on page 5, column :1)

Miss Blunt also spoke of the
intellectual
beauty
of Science.
She contrasted
the emotional
beauty of poetry with the intellectual beauty of a chemical law.
The discovery of the intellectual
beauty in Science leads eventually to the formation
of a true
philosophy of life.
Science aids immeasurably
in
the formation of such philosophy.
The true scientist'
has learned
from his subject a love of facts,
orderliness
in work, a sense of
importance of growth, and finally
a sense of progress.
Miss Blunt
quoted the Biblical passage, "the
law of the Lord is perfect," and
said that we might easily find
that
perfect
law through
the
study of science.
President
Blunt mentioned
a
few of the difficulties in the study
(Continu6d

on page 5, column 1)
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•

It is always
with a certain
amount'
of apprehension
mixed
with a certain glow of anticipation that the Junior Editors prepare for Junior Issue.
Since their
elections
as J linior
Associate
Editors
in the spring of their
Sophomore year, they have helped on \ Vednesday afternoons and
evenings
to composc
the paper
and prepare
it for the printer.
They have discovered
what goes
into the making
of the paper,
they have written
articles
and
have
contributed
a few new
ideas; yet they have not draw up
the paper independent
of their
superior
officers.
It is to give
the] unior Editors actual experience before they assume full responsibility
after elections
that
they are placed in the position of
editors for this one issue,
The
real editors become reporters
at
this time, resuming
their official
positions for the following issue
which is their last.
This issue is the test of the
present Junior Staff. Undoubtedly there are many mistakes which
we were fearful of making. Some
of our ideas may not have been
successful.
Yet it is these very
blunders
that make us eager to
take charge after elections.
\Ve
want to correct our errors;
we
want to tryout
other ideas-in
other words, we want our paper to
grow
continually
better.
We

FREE SPEECH

alone cannot make improvement,
'\"e need your ideas-your
cooperation.
If there is something
you like iu the paper, tell us so;
if there is something
objectionable. give us some helpful advice.
Speak to us personally or express
your ideas to the campus through
"Free
Speech."
""e have just
made a start in this Junior Issue.
Help us to continue stronger and
better.
Let's
keep
the
,\,{"('l'S
C. C.'s representative
paper.

It is interesting
to note the increasing interest taken by college
students
in current affairs, both
political and economical. Various
conferences of one sort or another
are held with increasing frequency in order to discuss such topics
which affect the world at large.
This week-end the students of the
Connecticut
Valley are holding
the Vlodel League
of Nations,
while at the same time the colleges
of the Middle
Atlantic
states are conducting
a similar
can ference.
A few weeks ago,
there was an Anti-War
Conference at Smith.
In New York,
New Haven and even way out in
Utah, demonstrations
against exi~ting policies include students,
There is a general opinion that
such meetings and dramatics
by
students have little, if any, affect
on current
attitudes
or ideas.
TIowever , they are always accorded space in the newspapers, sometimes even gaining the headlines.
They must. perforce, be somewhat absorbed by the public. Recently a remark was passed in a
class that it was useless to discuss current problems because of
the obvious
fact that there is
nothing
we can do about them
anyway.
This
is a ridiculous
stand to take at any cost. for the
mere state of being aware of the
problems, is a step towards doing
something
a b out
overcoming
them.
In the face of such activities as mentioned above, it is difficult to see how anyone could
take such an attitude.
However,
it merely goes to prove that despite the many conferences, peace
meetings, etc., only a few participate. No doubt if everyone took
an interest in them, they would
begin to have a definite affect on
the heads of our country and consequently
their policies.
It is a
very trite statement,
but none
the less t'rue that we are the future
Citizens
of the country.
Therefore it is important that we
be cognizant of its difficulties. A
recent conference made the startling statenienf that most radicalism is a cure for disease. a means
for taking the mind off our individual problems. and an outlet
for our major gripes.
However,
it i~ not necessary to become communists to be recognized and thus
help rid the world of some of its
worst pains.
But we must be
sufficiently liberal in our thought's
so that we understand
the problems confronting
the world. This
can be clone only by discussing
the pros and cons of each situation as it arises, taking a sane
point of view, and thus creating

(The Editors
of ~he News do no t J:101d
themselves
responSIble
for the ornmons
expressed
in this column.
In order
to
i~sure the va.lidt tv of thls column as an
organ
for
the
exp re asron
of
honest
opinion, the editor must know the names
of contributors.)
__

AROUND CAt1PUS
\JITH

PRESSBOARD

Dear Editor:
The whole of Honor
aroused,

excited,

when Freshmen
smoking
few
Did you
who knew
false eyes
"How else
them," was

hear
the
were
could
the

of the Freshman
answer to why
made of glass?
you see through
reply.

* * *

Ask Reed House about men
who insist that C. C. girls are too
fat. Incidentally
the whole house
is on a diet.
.. sissies! !

* * *

girls are rivals for the affections
of Phil Harris.
Both
have spent seven and one-half
hours at the Central Park Casino,
and both have autographed
photographs
of him.
One of them
claims superiority
in that both
she and Vlr. Harris come fr-om
Indiana. But the battle still rages,
and will continue until Freshmen
cease being Freshmen.
1'\\'0

* * *

Out of seventeen
Freshmen
examined. fifteen prefer the game
of peek-a-boo
to all others.
\Ve
wonder. but' then a possible explanation
may be the mascot
hunt of next year.
Regardless of
what it is. how uncanny it is to
find closely guarded lamp posts,
etc., etcs.

* * *

c. c. O. C. planned a rollerskating part)' for Saturday night.
Three
people showed
up: t,\-O
who had planned it. and the accessory they brought along.
* * *

\\"e couldn't
help but notice
how many people laughed about
signing up for a \Vesl~yan
boy
for a date, Saturday
night, and
then how many secretly visited
Ha7:el Depew.
"He isn't exactly
a blind." was the most popular
alibi, "jll~t a f r i e 11 d of the
family's."

* * *

Those who were for ttl 11 ate
enough to be present at Vinal's
interpretation
of PatieHce
will
long remember
the facility ,dth
wh ich some
of the members
changed clothing as well as role
-very
yersatile girls to say the
an intelligent
background
upon
which to base the decisions we
will have to make when the time
comes for us to rule our country.
On March 15th, at four o'clock,
rv[iss Katharine
B. Dunbar
will
speak on the opportunities
in the
field for private secretaries.
The
talk will be based on a recent survey made by the Katharine Gibbs
School, with which ~liss Dunbar
is connected.
All business majors are particularly
invited to attend and also anyone else who
might
be inferested.
The talk
will probably
be presented
111
Room 302 Fanning.
Watch the
bulletin board to be sure.

least, with special credit
Lady Jane.

going to

* * *

It' seems that some ambitious
Shakespeare
student
decided to
make up an assignment
herself,
using satirical methods of expresSIOn. Thank heavens it was a
"false clue" or the class would
have spent man)' a weary hour
puzzling over the binding, or the
use of English. Of course, if anyone is trying for a Master's degree, it might he useful to cite
every other line of the play, but
all we can say is "Whnt price
lilory? I l"

* * *

You certainly went to the Facuh y-Stnclent
game
last week.
didn't yon? If so, what did you
think of the original guarding, the
tricky passes, and the overwhelming way in which everyone entered into the spirit of the game?
The cheering sounded like a football rally, eh what?
And the
every-ather-minute
huddles added that certain something. whe tber they accomplished
the desired
results or not.

* * *
The p-rze example
of conscientiousness
is that of the girl
who limped around all crutches
for a whole eyen ing after USl11g
that excuse
to get out of a
"date"!

NEWS DAZE
In Very Blank Verse
'Twas dusk, and Ye Ed
Sat snoozily at her desk.
Inhaling blue smoke
In lieu of a dinner
She'd forgotten.
A headline:Vi"e letters too longSleezed across the desk
And winked nastily
At the tin baskets
Who gaped hungrily for copy.
A chorus of
~[isspelled words
Danced gleefully aver
A prostrate H\Vebster"
And flirted outrageously
\Vit11 the typographical
errors.
A funeral procession
Of words the speaker
Never said
Filed through the gloom.
Rearing the casket
Of Good Reporting.
A slither of
Unreported
events
Kaleidoscoped
Across the desk,
Pointing vague, reproving
Fingers at Ye Ed.
"Heavens!"
she said,
And rubbed her misty eyes.
('Get to work-or
we'll
Never get the stuff
On the trolley!"

defied

all rules

and

some harmless
so Honor

dismayed

rooms,
were
and

and were "cheating,"
And

was

were found to be

in their

Freshmen

Court

rings
Court

whep

found

a

who

regulations
by blowing
into the air.
requested

that each Freshman
sign a slip
saying whether
or not she had
participated
in this lawless act.
The Freshmen
calmly scoffed at
the slips and wondered
why the
judges thought
if they had not
enough
l-oner to report
themselves they would let a signature
bring penalties to them and perhaps to the whole house.
But seriously,
now, what are
you going to do about it? You
simply can't take complete smoking pr-ivileges away from those in
wooden dorms.
One Frcshrnan
admitted herself that if they did
that she would sit on the curbstone
and
smoke.
To
many
Freshmen a cigarette is already a
necessity,
a stimulant,
and the
only
thing
that
quiets
their
nerves. \Ve can't have a haggardlooking Freshman
class on our
hands.
We can't
have
them
gnawing their little hearts out for
a "butt'." and after all they are
not the ones who will brave this
icy weather to visit a friend in
whose room smoking is permitted.
And we can't have a discontented class \yho will not return next
year. ,,"ho wilInot brighten C, C.'s
halls, and who will not live in
stone dorms ,yhere life is gay and
free,
\Ye must have;)
SQphomore class next year, ancl, clear
judges. I seriously feel if you are
too harsh perhaps you may regret
it in the years to come when yOLl
haye fewer miserable offenders to
cam pus.
So I" ask only your pity.
Consider that you too were once
Freshmen.
Think what a Camel,
or a Chesterfield,
or a ~1arlboro,
or an Old Gold. or a Lucky, (or
whatever
the darling's
name is)
means to you, and please don't be
cruel.
As a last' resort, consider
the tobacco companies,
and the
men you may be causing to lose
jobs, all because Freshmen would
no longer
plunk ] 5c on glass
counters.
Consider
all this, I
pray of YOU and think up your
penalties ,for those whose
feet
strayed from the privacy of the
liying rooms.
\i\lhatever you do:
LET THEM
KEEP
LIVING
ROO~[ S M 0 KIN G PRIVILEGES.
There are bad punishments you can inflict upon them,
and cventually, perhaps, th~y will
all be duly forced to stay within
the li\'ing room confines.
J

But harm not the little Freshmen. They are as human as you.
And you have them scared to
death.
1937.

,3
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THE JOY Of GOOD
CoPnlJ!ht. 1!KU. The
Amencan Tobac<:o G<>rnl>lUl7

From the Diamond Horse-Shoe of the
Metropolitan Opera House
Saturday at 1:50 P. :'.'1., Eastern Standard
Time, over Red and Blue Networks ot'
NBC, LUCKY STRIKE will broadcast the

And good taste is one great pleasure
you find in every Lucky Strike, for
only the finest Turkish and Domestic
tobaccos are used in Lucky Strike ... and

TASTE

only the center leaves. They are the
mildest leaves, the most tender. Every
Lucky Strike is fully packed ...
always 50 round, so firm-no loose ends.

Metropolitan Opera Company of New York
in the

complete

"Salome".

Operas,

"Pagliacc!"

and

NOT
-

the trip leaves-they're

developed-tney

under·

are karshl

TIU?Cream of the Crop
"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

NOT

tbe bottom leaves-theJ're
inferior
in quality--coarse and always sand,r

4
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DR. SINNOTT ADDRESSES
FACULTY CLUB

WILSON HUME SPEAKS
ON PRESENT STATE OF
AFFAIRS
IN INDIA

A discussion by Dr. Edmund
Sinnott on "The Architecture of
ew England Meeting Houses"
was the feature of the Faculty
Club party on Friday, Xlarch 2nd.
Dr. Sinnott, head of the Botany
Department
at Barnard College,
has as his personal hobby the
study of colonial meeting houses.
He believes that one can trace directly the architecture
of the
meeting houses to the life and
outlook of the
ew Englander.
In his talk, he outlined the development of the halls from early
Pilgrim times down to the middle of the nineteenth
century.
Being himself a New Englander,
Dr. Sinnott has a natural understanding of things New England.
Incidentally, by profession he is
an outstanding geneticist as well
as the author of several botanical
textbooks.
He was formerly connected with Harvard and Storrs.
Dr. Avery, chairman of the Faculty Club, and a personal friend
of Dr. Sinnott, was responsible
for his trip to Connecticut College.
Miss Goodsell and Miss Tompkins were hostesses at the coffee
which preceded the discussion.

"The Xew India that is Coming
into Being and the Relation of
that India to J esus Christ" was
the subject of the sermon given
by ~lr. Wilson xr. Hume at Vespers, on Sunday, March -Ith. An
added attraction
was the slides
presented,
s how i n g
var-ious
phases of life in India. :;Ur. Hume,
who has spent twenty years at
Lahore, India, is the fourth generation of his family that has been
associated with the country. His
talk was based on the idea that
the Black Age in the history of
India has just come to a close
and now the people are looking
for the coming of the Age of
Truth.
The question
is, UrIas
Jesus
Christ
any relation
to
this ?"

T

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT
TEA

Sunday afternoon the Physical
Education Department
had their
annual tea in the Faculty Room
in Fanning. The various members
of the Department
were present
----Miss Martin pouring.
At this
tea, the following Junior majors
received their emblems:
C. }-iarburger, G. Park, L. Pond, E. Martin, P. SawteUe, and A. Stein,
After the talk wh.ich Miss Stanwood gave" everyone sat around
the fire and sang songs.
WINDHAM
INFORMAL
MUSICALE
The third of the fortnightly informal musicales to be given at
Windham
House on Thursday
evening, March 15th, at 7 P. M.,
will be a piano recital by William
Bauer with the following program:
Prelude and Fugue in A 'mitwr
Bach-Liszt
Au Bord D'une Source
Liszt
(From Annees de PelerinageSuisse)

Etude pour les octaves
Etude in G major
Vaise Caprice

Schulz-Evler
Rubinstein
Rubinstein

THE BEAUTY
SHOP
All Lines of Beauty Culture
Dewart Building
(Formerly Plant Building)
Mae Dondero Swanson
Suite 222

"Mankind
has struck its tents
and is on the march."
This has
happened in India, but' where is
it going?
The scheme of democratic government
that England
is trying to work out is new to
the people.
They are, however,
gradually getting accustomed to
it and are finding out that the
power is in their hands.
Moreover, the caste system is slowly
beginning to break down.
There has been a very great
change
in the life of Indian
women.
:.\1r. l Iume said that in
his mother's
time the people
thought that donkeys could be
sent to school and could be taught
sooner than girls.
At present
there are many schools and colleges for girls.
The position of
women has risen to a great extent in other ways also, especially
in their activities connected with
the temperance movement. Ninety per cent of the Indian people
would like to have prohibition
tomorrow.
Mr. Hume next turned to the
political world and discussed the
change taking place there.
'I'he
only thinkable goal for India is
self-rule~not
necessarily cut free
fro 111 England entirely, but able
to govern themselves in their own
way, the Indian way. The Indian
people are proud of the heritage
of their country.
The three 1110st
important aspects of this heritage
are the sense of beauty, the sense
of social solidarity, and God conSCIOusness.
What is the way to accomplish
self-rule?
There are many problems, such as, poverty, conflict
between groups and holding to
old customs and traditions, which
must be overcome first.
India
alone can solve these, but she
does need friendly and expe~t
(OOfitinuea

Q1l.
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FACULTY VAINLY TRIES TO
EXTEND SUPERIORITY
TO ATHLETICS

MODEL LEAGUE OF NEW
ENGLAND ASSEMBUES
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Perry & Stone, Inc.
Jewelere

s1nce 1865

STATIONERY
LEATHER
NOVEIll'lES

GOODS

Song W itho"t Words in G Minor
by Mendelssohn, and Air from
Orpheo"s by Gluck.
After a brief intermission, Miss
Skilton returned to play two more

298 State Street

National Bank of Commerce

$16, now $4

THE COLLEGE BOOKSHOP

Al endelssohn

SPECIALTY

State Street

"Special

FELLMAN & CLARK
Florists

Specializing in Finger" Marcel and
Permanent
Waving,
also Manicuring, Facials and Hair Tinting

Mary Elizabeth Beauty Salons

SHOP
New London

Supper

REJUVENATION!
That's

what

Spring

means

Get all your toilet goods for
this important process

Served"

From 6 to 8.30 - SOo
Cofree, tea. or Cocoa. Cola. served with
sandwiches or ca.ke 1. now 50

Peterson, Inc.
121 State SI.

Oonn.

KNIT!

Get the finest wool and
the quickest needles at

$56, now $20

The Cambridge History of American Literature
4 ~olumes, formerly

Serieuses

311 State St., New London.

THE

The Cambridge History of English Literature
15 volumes, formerly

3)

Bach-Leopold

Sicilenne
Variations

Here

from page 1. cotumn

Nocturne in E, Op. 62, 1 o. 2
More than sou members of 31
Chopi"
New England Colleges attended
At informal basketball in the
\I·allz
in
.I-/lat.
01'.
:11,
:\0.1
as delegates the eighth annual
Gym., Saturday, March 3, at 1 :30
Chopin
meeting uf the Xew England
P. .\1., the men faculty played the
J.a "uit
Glacounoi]
Model League of X ations, held on
students, with the resulting score
Thursday,
Frida)",
and
Saturday,
Rhapsodic,
01'.
II.
No.3
Dohnanvi
of 40-3~ in favor of the students.
March
S,
9,
10,
at
Harvard
and
Cherry Ripe
Scali
The faculty, who seem eo a little
Radcliffe
Colleges,
Cambridge,
bewildered at first, soon learned
:\1alaguena (Spanish Dance)
~lass.
that girl's rules were more reLCCIfOIlO
An innovation in the work of
stricting than those rules under
Sunr-ise and Siegfried's
Parting
the League this year was the
which they had played heretofrom Brunn hiIde (Die Cotterbroadcast which took place over
fore, and set about worrying the
do IJ/Iller/! ng)
IV aqncr-Leo paid
S tat ion
WNAC, Boston, on
students
with amazingly
quick
Song
of
the
Rhine-Maidens
(Die
Thursday
and Friday evenings,
and clever passes.
C
of tcrdo 11/111erllng)
l\Iarch 1 and 2, from !.l until 9 :13
At the beginning of the game
Woqner-Lcopold
o'clock.
the faculty line-up was as fol\
Valtzes
(Drr
Rosentan-alicr
)
Dr. Harold
Tobin, of Dartlows: Kinsey, f; Cobbledick, f;
R.
Strauss-Leopold
mouth College, this year acted as
Hunt, g , Trotta, g; Dauer, c.
critic of the League, which was
'The ball was thrown in at cenKnowlton
and Yinn l Seniors
founded in 1927 by the com bined
ter and the game was on. The
were
invited
to
President Blunt's
action of a group of New Engfirst accident
of the game ochome
Friday
night,
Vl arch 2, for
land Colleges to st'imulate intercurred when 11r. Trotta turned
coffee,
to
discuss
.college
science
est in the procedure and activity
his ankle and withdrew from the
requirements.
Many
interesting
of the League at Geneva and to
fray amid the plaudits
of the
views were mentioned.
acquaint undergraduates
interestcrowd. Dr. Lcib substituted, and
Science is certainly essential, in
ed in international
affairs with
having introduced
himself both
its
increasing broadening interest
the difficulties involved in presto scorer and referee, put up a
in
Our
lives, but the point was
ent-day diplomacy.
noble
defense
at' guard.
The
made
that
perhaps
for people
Following the general pattern
team-work of NIr. Cobbledick and
whose
main
interest
lies
in other
of the League
of Nations
at
1\11'. Kinsey was excellent and the
.
subjects,
a
more
general
course
Geneva, five committees were orencouraging words of each to the
could
be
given
for
the
requireganized, and discussed legal and
other emphasized the harmony of
ment, which would show the imconstitutional
questions, technical
their game.
mense
possibilities
of the field
organizations,
political subjects,
l\Iiss Tomkins substituted
for
without
its
more'
concentrated
general humanitarian
questions,
Mr. Bauer at center and played a
form,
and the German refugee question.
splendid all around game. To the
On the other hand, the courses
With Miss Barbara Meaker, of
snappy playing of the faculty, the
now
offered in science might be
Connecticu t College, as its Chairstudents
retorted
lt1
kind and
altered somewhat in giving more
man, Committee V debated the
played the game to win by 8
demonstrations
or perhaps short"Opium Convention."
points.
er laboratories
twice a week.
The agenda for the meeting in
The audience was an appreciaLaboratory
in itself was decided
Mar c h followed
closely that
tive one, cheering
both teams
to be really important' in its very
which has been carried out in
quite impartially.
The good-will
concrete applications
of the lecpast years. The program was as
of both sides ran high and after
tures.
follows: Thursday
evening, asthe main event a friendly game
The main thing is the attitude
sembly session; Friday morning,
was played ,vith mixed teams.
of the individual in her approach
co 111 111 itt e e meet'ings; Friday
Ernestine I-Iermann refereed the
to a Science.
She should try to
afternoon,
committee
meetings;
game during the first half and
realize its beauty, and the philSaturday morning, assembly sesGertrude Parkes the second half.
osophy of life which it can give
sions; S.aturday afternoon,
final
The decisions of both referees
to everyone.
assembly and critique.
were unquestioned by the crowd.
Complete X-ray equipment has
Windham Recital Held
(i\' S F A)~\I-e
are infinitely
been added to the Inedical facilicheered by the disclosure of Dr.
ties of the North Dakota State
Miss Alma Skilton
and Dr.
David Scgel of the Federal BuCollege. '
Laubenstein
gave a musical on
reau of Education, that the myth
Thursday night, March 1st, in the
nllmbers, Scherzo Opus 8 by Arenabout the] i-year-old average in~
living room of \Vindham.
This
;ky, and Capriccio by Dohnanyi.
telligence
of Americans
is exwas another of the series of inDr. Laubenstein
also gave two
ploded. The a\"erage really comes
formal, half-hour recitals, which
more selections, The Waltz iH B
alit to about] I, because there are
are held in \Vindham every \\"eek.
J.l1iHoT by Chopin, and The Song
3,000,000 at the 12-year level and
i\liss Skilton opened the program
Without Words ;Il G Major by
abollt 40,000,000 at 17 or above
by playing two selections, the PreMencIelssohn, a great favorite with
mentally.
Of the latter group
l1tdc in E Flat by Rachn;mninoff,
the group.
At the close of the
about 10,000,000 are a w full y
and Rondo
Capricciso by Menrecital, the audience was invited
smart follows because their averdelssohn. Dr. Laubenstein followto stay and sit around the fire.
age is above 23.-Daily Trojan.
ed with two flute selections, The

LET'S

The Best Book Bargain of the Year

Noted Pianist
(COJl('!uded

New London

at

HENRY'S CUT RATE STORE
Main Street

New London

•

CONNECTICUT
Wesleyan Glee Club
Gives Performance
(Concluded

Dr. Lawrence
(Concluded

[rem: page 1. column 2)

GLEE CLUB~Group of College
Songs
Amici
Traditional
Old Eli's Sons
Smith '99
Twilight Song
Waite '06
Victory
Waite '06
INTERl\!

ISSTON

GLEE CLUB-

Old King Cole
Forsythe
Sylvia
Speaks
\\'hat Shall \\'e Do With A
Drunken Sailor?
Traditional Chanl)'
PASSIONATE LAVENDAH-

Frank A. Kierman '35 and
George H. Van Lengen '36
GLEE CLUR-

a

Bone Jesu
Listen to the Lambs

Palestrina
Dell

J I BERS QUARTETGLEECLUB-Gl;OUp of College
Songs
Secrets
SJllilh 99
Susie
Price )02
Song Memories
Harrington
182
Battle Cry
iVaite '06
After
the concert,
a formal
dance
was held Il1 Knowlton
Salon from ten till twelve o'clock.
The committee
111
charge
111eluded
Hazel
Depew.
Dorothy
Boomer, and l\'Iargaret
\\fatson.
The patrons were Dr. and Mrs.
Erb and ilk and 1\11'5. \Veld.
J

President Blunt's Chapel
(Concluded from page 1, column

5)

of science at college.
Often high
schools
are responsible
for a
"natura]"
dislike of Science. by
their condemnation
of :such a
study for girls. The long la boratory hours terrify
some people.
Others fail to profit by their
courses in Science because they
do not fully realize the value of
scientific subjects
to either college or to future life.
In conclusion,
President
Dlunt
summarized
briefly the values of
Science-stressing
the import'ance
in civic and home activities,
in
outdoor interests,
and in medical
and mechanical professions.
None
of these, however. is of more importance than the formation of a
philosophy of life and the discovery of Intellectual
Be a 11 t Y
through the study of Science.
GERMAN

CLUB

At the monthlY meeting of Der
Deutscher
VeTei~l. held on \Vednesday. February
28th. Dr. Erb
lectured on the de\'e]opment
of
German music, giving a resume
of the lives and works of some
of her most important
composers,
and their outstanding
contributions to the art.
In concluding
his lecture, he played records of
some of the best known works of
Bach, Brahms, Strauss and \Vagnero
(~SFA)-A
l' e c e n t
survey
shows that there are more HARV ARD students at nudist's colonies tl1an from all the other
American
schools
combined.Polytechnic Reporter.
Permanent

Dial 8242

Waving

RAMISTELLA'S
BEAUTY SHOP
All Lines of Beauty

Culture

81 state St., Up Stairs - New London. Ct.

Says
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urably less than the losses of war.
X or does Our national honor rcquire that we be ready to sacrifice every soldier and every dollar
we pos-ess in defence of our undesirable
step-child.
the Philip}JIIlCS.

"Meanwhile, a tolerable recovery from these not-yet-inevitable
wars. or frum the world's present
chaos of menacing
uncertainty.
must be wrought out in treaties
of justice tempered with leniency.
and through honest participation
by all the nations in a League
more powerful and more internationally-minded
than
any
the
world has known thus far,
"But will the llatiolls-]apal1.
Italy. or Germany. for instance-slisten today to such words as
'1 e n i e n c y' or 'internationallyminded?'
Apparently
they will
not. today; but thcir peoples may
be glad to listen to such words
a [ew months.
or even weeks.
hence. \\"e are told by experts
thn t thc new style of warfare
seeks first to destroy the enemy's
cities. i. e.. his factories, his government.
and his morale.
In
Europe
di-stances are relativcly
short. and the destructive
power
of airplanes is said to be now a
hundrcd times as great as it was
during the first \Yorld \\'ar.
It
is not fantastic to imagine, therefore. a sudden war-to
\\'in Austria and Central Europe. perhaps
-111
which well-armed
I tal y
strikes
fro111 the air at defiant
Germany. and brings to her leading cities a horror that approaches annihilation.
But Italy as a
master of Central Europe would
be intolerable
to completelyarmed
France.
and the second
stage of this war might quickly
reduce Rome and a score of less~
er Italian cities to ruin. with at
least a fair chance that Paris and
other strategic centers of France
"\\'Oll1d meet a similar fate.
IF
the pause of horrified stalemate
did not result in immediate
and
utter chaos. and IP the statesmanship of neutral nations, and
of the warring nations also. could
thus be shocked into po uri n g
Europe's. and the world's. molten
nationalisms
into a new and more
durable mold of honest jnterna~
tionalism.
then, at last, justice
and leniency. cooperation
and enlightened selfishness, would have
one more
chance
to sfruggle
against our present civilization's
seemingly
incurable
tendency
to
commit suicide."
A University
of ?\ebraskJ.
graduate
has been asked by a
Russian uni\'ersity
to become a
member of its faculty.

Specialists in
l\UJllnery of
Distinction

-

(Cor.clllded

ENNIS
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At the present time. and after our
graduation.
we want to have pride
in our college.
'Ve want to rep
member "the intangible
C. C .",
not just the buildings or subjects
we studied.
,re should. therefure. begin now to build a college
we can be proud of-ail honorab!c
college where any dishonest practices are downed by cr nsensu s of
public opinion.
Dean Burdick also made on announcement
concerning
the students' plans for next year. Everyone was asked to fill out and return cards to assist the administration in planning the number
of off cam-ius houses needed, and
also III making
provrsron
for
sohnlat-ship aiel.
The mec tug was then turned
back
to Student
Government.
The matter of the honor system,
which. at the November meeting
was voted to he an experiment
until Xl a r ch. was then considered,
Tbi s measure included the plan
wherehy one student could report
another if the latter did not report
herse' f.
.\ fter much discussion
the matter was voted upon. This
re~ulted in a return to the old
systcm ,,·hercby 0. student
may
only admonish another student to
report herself. and may do nothing if she fails to comply.
Beth Flanders ';31 then made all
anJlouncement
in regard to the
IlC\Y
foreign relation:s club, All
\yere il1\·ite~1 to attend the first
meeting
on Tuc:sc1ay eYClll11g..
Dorothy :\ferrill. president of Student Gm'ernl11ent then announced
that in the future Forum was to
be combined
with this new Clrganizatioll.
The business of the meeting of
Student Gm'ernment
all \Yedncsday night was the nomination and
election of Chief Justice of Honor
Court
and of Speaker
of the
.H ouse of lZepresentatiyes.

(X S F A)~Something
new 111
football~at
Ohio State Uni\'ersity there is a twelfth position on
the football team. ]'he extra man
IS
called
the I-humorist."
He
wears a uniform at all practices
and sits 011 the bench during the
games.
His job is to keep the
team -in good hUl110r and pre\'ellt
them from getting
11en'OUS before a big ~game.-J
01111s Hopkins
N c7.Vs-Lettcr.
(NSFA )-Fifty-four
miles of
tape wcre used to bind up the
football players at the University

CASTALDI'S
New Modern Studio
Daylight and Electrical Photography
58 State St.
Opp. Crown Theater
alcct your friends for a cigarette or
trolley~wait in the new reception room

TATE AND NEILAN
Mark Cross Gloves
McCaIlum Hose
Gifts for Men
Neckwear
and

Green

Streets

St.

Next to Woman's Shop

GOOD FOOD!
Come and enjoy a real
Italian dinner at

Musante's Italian Restaurant
382 Williams Street

Original Deed Given
to College

Blakeslee Speaks
(('onrfudtd

from page 1. column 3)

and his colleague were working
with two species of a flower.
Quite 1>)" accident. Dr. Blakeslee
discovered that while one color
was particularly
fragrant
to him
and the other had no odor. the
conditions
were exactly reversed
in the case of his colleague.
The
difference between the ability to
detect and the ability to differentiate
was also brought
out.
Many people. although able to
distinguish
between
taste
and
tasteless,
are unable to classify
flavors.
Association
with other things
is one of the greatest
factors in
forming our likes and dislikes of
par tic II 1 a r sensations.
Even
though we may 110t be aware of
it, Our subconscious
mind connects our senses with previous
pleasant
or unpleasant
experiences and thus makes tip OUf
preferences.
Taste and smell are not the
only senses given to us as part of
our inheritance.
\Ve arc born
with
innate
characteristics
of
sight and hearing as well. There
are a few persons to whom the
world appears exactly the same
a~ an uncolored photograph. ),[ost
of tiS are not so unfortunate,
but
we all have slight peculiarities
in
regard to color. It is interesting
tCI note th'at most of the so-called
color-b]indnes~
occurs
111 men.
'r!li~ fact is by no means an acc-idcnt hut is an actual hereditary
characteristic.
It is also interesting to see how closely our senses
,wc related; hearing to \'ision, and
taste to smell.
In fact, if these
last two were not' related, each
would
be considerably
111 0 r e
limited.
\"ith
all these differences
in
sensory make-up, it is not difficult
to understand
why
Dr.
Ulakeslee states that each one of
us li\'es in a world all his own.
surrounded
as he is by personal
and indi\'idual reactions to his environment.
of California during the last sea~
son. Enrollment
at the Uni\'ersity of Detroit shows that 3,5-13
\\'omen and only 77 men attend
the school-what
a school !-J ohns
Hopkills
NC'lL'S Letter.

((,'nndud(d
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and dis c h a r g e him the said
Thomas
Bolles his heirs executors and administrators
Irom all
debts deeds and demands whatsoever an account of the land aforesaid or any other account and in
test imon ie I have hereunto
set
my hand and seal in Xew London
this] lth day October ]693.
\ Vituess
Richard Christophers
Thomas Mitchell
Owaneko--his
marke
Owaneco
acknowledged
the
above written to be his act and
deed the l-Ith of October 1693
before me
Richard Christophers
Commissioner
This interesting
deed has just
been permanently
deposited with
the Connecticut
Arboretum
of
Connecticut
College.
The New
England
Historic
Genealogical
Society. the donor, had received
it through the will of Dr. ,Villiam
P. Bolles of Boston.
Bolleswood
still remains
as
comparatively
untouched
as 111
the clays when
the Mohegan
tribes gathered
for their powwows.
Through
the years the
land has remained in the Bolles
family.
:Miss Anna Hempstead
Branch, a direct: descendant,
presented the woods to Connecticut
College.
-----,-,-CHAPLAIN TO SPEAK
The speaker at espers v...
rill be
Raymond
C. Knox, chaplain of
Columbia
ul1i\·ersity.
Chaplain
Knox studied at Columbia university. at Cllioll Theological
Seminary. at Oxford and at the university of Berlin.
He 'has occupied
his present post since] 908. During the war he served
as a
Y. 11. /C. A. lecturer in France.
Chaplain
Knox is the author
of a highly sllccessful
book cm
J..:Jlo7.l,ilrg the Bible, which embodies
some results of his teaching experience at Columbia.
His latest book
is entitled fH LUHlille Tuo. His
topic on Sunday will be "For vVhat
Purpose Shall We Plan I"
perior to the eastern brand and
he attributes
the difference to the
fact that \\'estcrn grid candidates
are better equipped physically.

Coach Alonzo Stagg,
former
football coach at the University
of Chicago, now at Pacific UniYersity,
believes
that
football
played on the Pacific coast is su-

ELMORE

SPORT

SHOES

Are always

styled

correctly

ELMORE

SHOE

SHOP

Xext to 'Vhelan·s

11 Bank St.

SENIORS!
Give your friends a small edition of your Senior picture;
carefully and expertly done
at
STARR BROS.

BE BEAUTIFUL!
Get an exquisite
fingerwave
and
for the coming
LILLIAN'S

shampoo,
manicure
dance at

BEAUTY

Katharine Gibbs School
SPECIAL
COURSE
COLLEGE
WOMEN
Secretarial

else

SHOP

230 State

from
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Junior Class President
Gets Highest Honor

~jate
We sell
nothing

COLLEGE

Course
For

and

beqins

cataloA

90 Marlborough St.
BOSTON

Executive

July

address

9 and

CoJleAe

FOR
Traininq

Seplember
Course

247 Park Avenue
NEW
YORK

25

Secretary

155 Anqell Street:
PROVIDENCE

SHOP

CONNECTICUT
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That

NASH

time could possibly

go so

For

fifty minutes I'll have
dwell
In this uncomfortable
spot,

And whether

I'm called on or not

I'll have to sit on this hard chair;
There's
no justice
in - that,
there?
Or for that matter anywhere?
Do college professors

rConcl1ldcd

It really isn't at all that' way
At any other time of day
Much less at night! Oh, gee,
\Ve surely did make it a spree
Last night, but I don't careHe'd have to take me somewhere
And the Copley's supper-dancing
Is by far the most entrancing
And what if there is a depression?
You can't wear a glum expression
All of the time. S'pose he couldn't
afford it~
But anyway, I just adored it!
Twelve-fifteen:
thirty-five down
And fifteen to go. Look at Betty

to

is

care

If it's a perfectly glorious day
And just the time to out and play
Tennis or golf?
Oh, no!
And it all just goes to show-sThe way we have to grind and
plodThat there really couldn't bea
God.
Just ten minutes gone, I didn't
know

frown!

Something's
bothering her,
Guess she made the wrong
swer.
H orrors I \Vhat would I say
I f I got called 011 today?

an-

NEWS

Vespers

slowOh, my! There goes the bell.

COLLEGE

4, column. 2)
This is where America
from page

guidance.
can help.
\Yhat r ndia needs is a new God.
The unseen world to them is the
real world. Jesus Christ IS the
new God. He can help.
Of

course
] haven't
done the
reading-sGuess I'd look sort of pleading
And mumble incoherent ly->
That works best apparently.
I've sort of got a hunch
\Ve'll have a horrible lunch,
They've
been bad for quite a
spellBut who cares?
There goes the
bell!

Business
and Pro f e 5 SiD n a I
\ \' omen's Club of !\ ew London
for a prize to be given to the
student carrying a major in the
Department
of Secretarial Training and Business Administration,
who shows the best qualifications
for business.
The prize will be
awarded at commencement.
The Fatal Step
You'll make someone a splendid
wife,
You'll
complement
sornebody's
life,
You'll be, somebcdy's
pride and
joy,

College has recently
fifteen dollars
{rom

rethe

someone

You'll do min
house-

ate

A never resting

able spouse;

A strong
To

someone-thank
not me!

R08e Rieger

Cha.pman
Dorothy Bay

REFRESH

YOURSELF!

Formerly

trom the best "cakes" to
lunch

Tel.

The Boston Candy Kitchen

@

1934.

LIGGETT

& MYERS TOBACCO

Co,

:Eileen Shea.

2:! ]\'1"<~I'ldl;lllFit.
:\'cw

And it's because smokers
can prove these things
about Chesterfield that so
many men and women
say they satisfy. Try them.

MILDER'

fit trfJ.!S.

tie cUjare/le thaI

of Milady's

.200

You can prove for yourself
whether a cigarette is milderwhether a cigarette tastes better.

thatJ

Lord,

at
London.

A cigarette has to taste rightnot raw or too sweet. For a cigarette to "satisfy" it has to be mild
- not strong, not harsh.

ayarelle

be

THE BEAUTY BOX

OR SOMETHING to "satisfy"
you, means that it pleases you
-that it's what you want. This
applies to cigarettes or anything.

,,

the

-N ortheastern

F

..

somebody's

and able mate you'll

Men and women
say They Satisfy

ester
ie
tie

a happy

Beauty Is An Asset

n 1lI1l11g, delicious

The
ceived

You'll make
boy,

TASTES BETTER

Conn.

